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Science building
completed early
- by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer
A new science building, an
interdepartmental effort for
the pliyeak- chemistry and
electricareeering depart-
ments, was completed four
months ahead of schedule
The departments, sharing
the building located near
York Village, all 'studs the
surface of materials. Some
of the materials the depart-
ments study include metal
surfaces used in industry.
-Domiid Nelson, assistant
director of engineering ser-
vices, said the two-story
. building contains
square feet of space and
houses two science
laboratories. 
Dave-Frankel. labOratory
manager of the surface
science and technology lab,
said the me* to the new
building from the basement
of Barrows Hall gists them
more space.
One of the new high-tech
rintces of equipment in the
lab is "a scanning tunneling
microscope which allOws
scientists-to nes pictures of
atoms on the surface of----1" -
materials," said Frankel. "
The-- environmental
chemistry lab is on the se-
cond floor where lab
manager Steve Kahl and a
staff of 30 students and
-faculty members stud/Abe - 
effects of acid-rain on the
environment..
Although the do stay 
other dmodcal.espectiot the
environmait is wen-tbsli-
work on  add  ralis that 
brought the PDX Television
(see SCIENCE page 4)
Soviet earthquake kills
up to 1,000 people
MOSCOW (AP) - A predawn earthquake in
Soviet Central Asia unleashed a 50-foot-high wall
of dirt and mud that buried a mountain village
and swept through at least two others Monday,
killing up to 1.000 people as they slept, officials
said.
The devastating earthquake in the republic of
Tadzhikistan was the second to strike the Soviet
Union in two months.
"AlmoSt -everybody died," Zainiddin
Nasreddinov; editor-in-chief of Tadzhikistan's
ficial news agency, said by telephone after
visiting the wrecked farming settlement of
Sharora. He estimated the number of dead there
alone at 600.
Sharora "had more than 150 peasant
households before that tragic moment," the
Soviet news agency lass reported. "Now most
of it is razed to the ground bs the ruthless force
of the natural calamity."
lass said the. number of dead in the disaster'
zone 1,800 miles southeast of Moscow was
estimated at 1,000, but cautioned that was a
preliminary figure.
.. "Rescue work is beeps cont.Mued and. distant
mountain sillageilianenot.bedudetthad4ct.,...'
lass said. Damaged raids were hampering those
efforts.
The quake struck the - southwestern part of
Tadzhikistan, a Soviet republic of more than 4.8
million people that borders Afghanistan and It said all of the village's streets had been
China. 7) buried under the 50-foot-high layer of earth that
The 40-second treir. az 5:02 a m (Ver'  
EST Sunday) was centered about 20 to 30 miks
southwest of --TadzhitistarrVriptfal of_ — TV news prognim "Vreutya" showed
Dushanbe, a city Of more than 460,000 pee* aerial footageof Sharora, with white roofs of
in the fertile Gissar district. a _center of_ buried homes peeking through the dirt like
grapcgrowing and likestock-raising, Tass said. seashells scattered on a beach.
An official at Dushanbe's seismic center-said--
the quake was strong enough to knock things off
shelves in tall apartment buildings in the city, but_
that it caused no known damage or injuries there.
He declined to give his name.
The U.S. Geological Survey in Reston, Va.,
estimated the quake at 5.4 on the Richter scale,.
which measures ground motion as recordedon.
a seismograph. The Dec. 7 earthquake in nor-
thwestern Armenia, 1300 miles west of
Dushanbe, registered a 6.3 on the Richter scale
and killed 25.000 people.
The earthquake unhinged a wall of sodden dirt
and mud at least five miles.wide that buried the
village of Okuli-bolo and much of Sharora, said
Erkin Kasimov, an official of Tadzhizkistan's
Foreign Ministry.
"Almost all of the victims died asleep in the
. both," Maj. Alexander Loparey, duty Officer
*Tadzhikistan Interior Ministry headquarters
In Doshanbe said by telephone.
Residents of another village, Okuli-Poyen, ap-
.-parently roused in time, fled in panic before the
mudslide, which traveled I to 1 vi miles, could
reach their homes, Kalimov said form
Dushanbe.
•
Officials and Soviet media said the devasta-
tion was vast, and total in places.
In- Sharora, "cries and wails can be Iseard:_i__ _
- everywhere, -" -Tass reported. "Some are
moaning and burying their near and dear ones,
while others are trying to find the few survivors
between the thick layer of sand and clay."
the atrthquake detached form a hill near the
Kastmov said that au.oidtng to preliminary
figures, the quake and landslide destroyed about
100 buildings, including five schools and a mater-
aitp, hospital near the epicenter
BOT approves dormitory, new programs
by Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
A new' 200-bed dormitory
and three new degree programs
are on their way to the Univer--
sity of Maine.
The University of Maine
board of trustees voted
unanimously to accept all four
  of 1,1141aine's,prids at
dotetmon.thJyflg held at
the University Of Southern
_
Maine.
According to UMaine Presi-
dent Dale Lick, the dormitory
facility is a compromise from
the original plan to build a
400-bed building.
"The design firm we hired
had all it could do to ac-
complish the design of a
200-bed facility, so we had to
back off," he told-- the
trustee's Physical Plant Com-
mittee.
"This (proposal) is going to
be a stand-alone series of
facilities amounting to a total
of 200 beds," he said 
Lick said he plans to brings
second proposal to next
month's ROT meeting to
_mg** bairn additional4110 
beds will be impletnented on
campus.
"We're looking at either one
more project of 400 beds for
the fall of 1991, or a project of
200 beds in 1991 and another
project of 200 beds in 1992,"
Lick said.
The approved 200-bed facili-
ty will be located across from
Oxford Hall, according to
Lick. He also said the addi-
tional facilites' may be located
in the same area.
"We haven't really settled on
a specific site," Lick said.
'The same site (of the ap-
proved facility) is possible for--
the additonal project or pro-
jects."
Lick said the location of the
site would depend upon SOT
approval ._ 
The project would also in-
volve the addition of-some sup-
port facilities, according to
Lick.
"Most (of the additional
needs) could be piggybacked
off the Hilltop Complex,"
Lick said.
The total cost of the project
would be in the vicinity of $18
nsillion, according-to-f.kk. Lick
said he expects the funds to
"We expect the (new dormitories)
will be the hot item on campus.
Dale Lick
come via self-mortization, or
the collection of rent from the
individual units.
- "The law passed last year in
the Legislature gave (the
__trustees) the powerto borrow
money , and amortize
_
buildings," Lick mild.
Lick claitrid the new dor-
mitories woUld be geared
toward upperclass students.
"We expect these will be the
hot item op campus," Lick
said.
"Upperclassmen will get the
highest priority (on rooms), and
I don't think freshmen and
sophomores will ever see these
as freshmen and
sophomores." Lick added.
Also passed by the trustees
was the addition of associate's
of science and bachelor's of
sciencP degrees in hotel and.._ 
restaurantmanagement. lick
said the hotel and food service' 
industriespushed hard to get
the programs.
"The program is well--
supported," Lick said. "The
Maine Innkeeper's Association,
the Maine Restaurant Associa-
tion, and the Office of
Tourism, were encouraging and
continue to encourage.
(see ROT page 11)
-
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Tuesday Night Special
Pasta
Till
Busta!
Only $5.95
Spaghetti, fettucini, and zita,
sauced to your hearts content.
Served with a crisp garden salad.
•
res_taurant
•
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
'WOKING FOR
A CAREER?
  
Consider  the _Naval Reserve 
ficers' Training Corps 'Scholar-
ship Program at the University
of Maine
The Aviv Maine Campus. Tuesday, January 24, 1989.
News Briefs
Artist Salvador Dail dies at age 84
FIGUERAS, Spain (AP) — Sur-
realist master Salvador Dab, who was
among the century's most important
painters and created a public image
to match his art, died Monday in the
town where he was born 84 years ago.
The melting clocks and barren
landscape of his "Persistency of
Memory" made an indelible impres-
zaion on eontemportary culture. It is
-probably the most celebrated sur-
realist paintirut in the world.
Equality identiftit:1 with "The
Divine Dab." as liked to call
himself, were the pointed, waxed
mustache curling up like a bull's
horns, long hair and a walking stick,
of which he owned more than 10.
Pali, a founder of the surrealist
movement, was the Iasi of
outstanding generation of Spanish,.
painters that included Pablo Picasso
and Joan Miro.
He died at 10:15 a.m. at Figueras
Hospital. His physician, Dr. chitties ..
Ponsati, said: "The use of death
was cardiac arrest brought on by his
respiratory insufficiency and
pneumonia."
Dali had heart pro:Mons and had
been confined to -1-Miiiichair since
suffering severe burns in a fire at his
home in 1984. He was taken to the
hospital five days before his death.
Works program pAled unlawful
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Justice Sandra Day O'Connor,
Supreme Court, in what three justices writing for the court, said the city
called "a giant step backward" for that was once the seat of the old Con-
racial equality, drastically limited federacy and now has a majority of ..
Monday the power of states and-cilbu- blacks on its governing body relied on
to earmark pi:rift works contniallpast - 10601111—tkierigineljoir 40 
for minority-owned businesses. justify the quota.
Voting 6-3. the court said the Rietv-
"Woe of the evidence presented
mond, Va., City Council unconstitu- by the city points to any indentified
tionally discrimintated against whites discrimination in the Richmond con-
in saying a contractor on any city struetiori industry." she said. _
building contract must give at least 30
percent of the value of the pro*ect to Adoption of such nationwide
firms at least one-half minority would obliterate the 'goal of a col-
owned. orblind America, she said.
Earn *.NAVY OR MARINE OFFICER commilaion through the
NAVAL R.O.T.C. College PROGRAM at the thahrersity-Campus
in Orono. Good possibilities exist-f01 two & three-year
scholarships through the College Program. Upon graduation,
step into as-exciting career as a commissioned officer in
the U.S. Navy or Marine Corps.
For furificr informati, al contact:
Commanding Officer.
NROTC Unit
Structemeyer House
378 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04469
Of iftephr)nc
L207) 581-1551
 Or-
Bush has first full day in office
V4,'ASHINGTON4AP4 Goor-ac
Bush set a brisk pace for his new
presidency as he rose before dawn
Monday, cautioned White House of-
ficials against ethical lapses and told
anti-abortion activists that the
Supreme Court ruling legalizing
abortion "was wrong and should be
OVertilnIOC7-vr-
--106-1a-first full working day,
anmi-eaki "ine tights aura---
brightly well after dark around thit.
place," He said he hoped their
spouses-would understand
All of Bush's Cabinet still awaits
confirmation, but they were sum-
moned to the  White House for their 
. first official meeting and group
-----06(5-.--nity-were-beitled on the 
Bush —budget and-fareiga-policy as well as---
reported to work in the Oval Office
 Ast 7:21 a. m. He had breakfast with
-Vice President Dan Quayle, was
--,---briefed by CIA- officials -oat
telligience developments and attend-
- ed the swearing in of his staff — all
• before 9 a.m. the usual hour Ronald
Reagan began work.
White House spokesman Marlin
-Fitzwater said Bush usually works
v_t past-l-p.m., whereas Reagan left an
hour or,Josarlier.
Bush warned his aides that their
jobs would be "a time-consuming
1•100 :j.M • :MO .111" 4i11,. en. a.. ago,
Name
Street Address
a City State
Zip Code
4
- his mandate for high ethical stan-
-dards, Rtzwater said
• Making good on a promise, Bush
—refused to answer reporters' ques-
tions during the photo-taking session
with the Cabinet. "I think it's a bet-
ter system this way." he said, ad-
ding that he would be available in
other forums.
Following a practice adopted by
Reagan, Bush spoke by telcOone
hookup to tent of thousands of anti-
abortion demonstrators on the
Ellipse near the White House
Officer citarged with manslaughter
MIAMI (AP) — The policeman
whose fatal shooting of a black
motorcyclist sparked last week's
racial violence was arrested Monday
and charged with manslaughter onls
hours after the young man's funeral.
Meanwhile.. -the Justice Depart-
ment's civil rights division began an
investigation into the shooting, and
a city panel formed to review the in-
cident complained that it did not have
sufficient power.
Officer William Lozano, 2), wass
booked into Dade Coumy Jail on two
_ IIQUALS Of manslaughter and rrie2stit__
after posting S10.000 bond, said Sgt;
Arthur Clemons.
Lotano was charged in the killings
of Clement Lloyd, 23, 'and Allen
Blanchard, 24. The two men were
speeding on a motorcycle Jan. 16 in
Overtown 'viten Lozano at
shot Lloyd in the head. Lloyd died at
the scene and Blanchard, his
passenger', died the next day from in-
juries suffered in the ensuing crash.
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Researchers to study eel migration
by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
A group of researchers from the
University of Maine's zoology depart-
left Moziday for thr
on an oceanographic cruise to try to
locate the breeding area for freshwater
eels from North America and Europe.
The group, led by James McLeave,
professor of zoology, is made up of Gail
Wippelhauser, a post-doctoral associate,
graduate students Alexander Haro and
Miaow; Millet, utidergraduate student
Tami Andrews, and Michael Dunn,
technician.
McLeave, who has organized and par-
ticipated in several trips to the Sargasso
Sea in the past eight years, said this will
be the first trip to focus on the location
of the adult spawning area.
"In the past, we've studied eel larvae
samples we've found in the area, not the
spawning adults," he said.
McLeave said the specific spawning
area has not been found in the Sargasso.
which is located between Bermuda and
Puerto Rico in the Atlantic Ocean.
The researchers are hoping to find the
adults in the area and then try to deter-
mine what attracts the .eels to a par-
-11The lights burn- - 
r dark around this
I Ise hoped their
klerstand
:abinet still awaits
they were sum-
sic House for their 
win and IfouP
re -briefed-ow she
high ethical stan-
ssid-
a promise, Bush
ticular spot and how they are attracted.
According to McLeave, adult eels
migrate from freshwater streams and
lakes to the ocean around September or
October.
"Sts.triethir4 has to tell them to stop
when they reach a specific area," he
said.
Temperatures, distribution of
animals, or thermal fronts can be sens-
ed by the eels. A thermal front is a rapid
change in ocean surface characteristics
like salininty (saltiness).
"These changes could seri,c a a guide
cue for them," McLeave said.
The undergraduate student, Andrews,
is a senior who will be writing her
honors thesis on the research trip.
Andrews will be looking specifically
at the distribution of an alga called
Sargassum, for which the Sargasso Sea.
was named.
The algiti"rkiat on the surface of the
ocean, and tend to be concentrated in
that area, McLeave said.
McLeave said the team was not look-
ing for a specific link between the
Sargassum alga and the attraction of
eels to the area. But "it would be in-
teresting if there went some correla-
tion." he said.
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The UMaine team will be working
jointly with a similar team being sent
from the University of Maryland, on a
research ship operated by the Universi-
ty of Miami, McLeave said.
The um:aux/NI aytik. 
expected to last approximately four
weeks and is being funded by the Na-
tional Science Foundation, a federal
agency that sponsors basic scientific
research.
Andrews could not be-reached for
comment.
Hero, one of the graduate students on
the team who has been working with eels
for approximately eight years, said the
iilp bt •%ailiaiiia-iloti ail time
research I've done.
"The biggest surprise for me is going
to be seeing the fish in their natural en-
vironment, he said.
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Bush calls abortion a U.S. `tragedy'
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Bush called abortion "our American
tragedy" as nearly 70,000 protestors
maked the annisersary of the Supreme
Court's landmark decision legalizing
abortion. The march organizer said the
new administration ahould "provide ac-
tions to carry out their words."
Bush, spaeking by telephone hookup
to the act-ivists, said the Supreme
Court's Roe s. Wade decision "wa5
wrong and should be overturned."
, "I wanted to share with you my deep
personal concern about our American
Mon 23, 7:00
Meet the sisters
Tues 24, 8:00
NACHOS!
* tweed Hum* Hsi &um* •
...
Sun 29„630
Sledding' with
Kappa Sigma
tragedy  abortion on demand,"
Bush said oser loudspeakers: "1 think
America needs a human life amendment
and I think When it comes to abortion,
there's a better way the way of adop-
tion. !h.- waN*.cf
The president said he was "confident
that more and more Americans every
year — every day are hearing your
message and taking it to hears.
I promise you that the president heard
you and now stands with you in a cause
that must be won.. " . •
The crowd, estimated by U.S. Park
Alpha Dhi •
•
0,
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SIGN-UP-SHEEr tor [AU
from BANGOR DRY CLEANING S LAUNDRY
This sign up sheet is lor those students wishing to part•
icipate in the weekly pick-up and delivery of student laundry.
Laundrv will be picked up each week-for the entire semester
Those students who do not wish to sign_ic_in ads ance may still have their laundry done by simply
calling 9416157: The rate for student laundry On a- sill-Ealbani is 50 cents. per—lb. olds a
0 10 minimum. (average weekly laundry for one student is )0.15 lbs.)
For - ase students wishing to panicistaprepaidaveiddy loundrr serviteihrfaryilt
the entire semester for up to 1511bs. Anithitie avtriltis_ 50-c—ents
pet. lb_ paid upon delivery
The benefits of thirservice leaves you your time of an hour to an hour and a hail to yourself
all while your laundry is done for you. Figure what it will cost you for two washing machines.
dryers. soap.bleach. soltners and the gas to travel back end forth.
Dry cleaning services will also be available whether you wish to sign up or not (please keep
dry cleaning separate from laundry )
There will be no credits for any unused portionw so it is imperative that your laundry be at
the checkpoint every week
Police at 67,300, assembled at noon in
sunny, mild weather on the Ellipse with
the White House as a backdrop. As
Bush spoke at the start of the. rally;
which • came after a weekend of
demorisuatiutis around the nation, the
demonstrators cheered his words and
waved signs.
But Nellie Gray of the March for
Life, which organized the annual pro-
test. told the crowd Bush could not hear
the crowd because the White House
communications office had installed a
one-way communications line. She said
she hoped that did not portend the
nature of their future communications.
"He spoke to us, but he could not
*Science
listen to us," she said. "Tha' t was not
an adequate way to deal with our pro-
. life movement."
Gray said that at' a meeting earlier in
the day with Dan Quayle, she and other
ant i-abortiou liadcrs tr.gd the vice pnrs:-
dent ."We will not be talked to, and not
(have) him listen to us."
She said they told Quayle and other
administration official that "they need
to provide actions to carry Out their
words."
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C. echoed that
call saying:
to the unborn. Now is the 
timeBsaulihngha: s repeatedly made his com-
mitmentto produce."
Network here Jan. 16-17 to do a story
on their research.
"The network did research on where
they should go to get information .on the
.effects of ,aeid 'taint " Kahl said.
"They came up with the University of
Maine. This really says something about
the quality of people and the quality of --
the program."
The ‘CiCT!Ce building was built hy
Languet Construction of Belgrade and
completed according to state energy ye-
quirements. Nelson said it has some...Im-
portant features pertinent to the work
being conductiii1Jie laboratcifies.
"The building has modern air condi-
tioning and ventilation," he said.
"It has a special vacuum pump ex-
7AM TO 9PM
7 DAYS *WEEK
Featuring:.
-Complete Dry Cleaning
-Wash, Dry, Fold
-Shirt Service
-24 Washers
- 17 Dryers
•
.is...\110 bk kW =44144 ai.i0
Ploakic. IMAM JOIALDimvs-bD
--icoatiased from page II
haust system that brings gases being us-
ed in the labs to the outside of the
building."
Money for the S3 million building isas
obtained through various means, said
Brenda Cook, executive assistant to the
vice president of research and public
seri, ice
One and a half million dollars was
generated through indirect cost returns
(unused money from overhead costs) on
federal grants and contracts.
In addition. $1 .1 million is being ob-
tained through a private fund-raising
campaign conducted by the UMaine
development office. Four hundred thou-
sand dollars came from a U.S. Depart-
ment of Education grant.
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Palestinians active in San Francise"
Close-knit group 'openly defiant', proud of heritage
Editor's note. This is purt three ol a
four part series.
by Kathleen Christison
The Christian Science Monitor
SAN FRANCISCO — Asad
Salitmeh's store is a treasure trove of
Plaestinian lore: books in-English and
Arabic, embroidered Palestinian
dresses, Arabic tapes, shirts with
"Palestine" emblazoned ,in 'English or
Arabic_ •
-The store has always canted the black
and white checked Palestinian
headscarves that have become the
trademark of the uprising in the West
Bank and Gaza-even before they became
a fashion statement throughout the
United States and Europe. Salameh says
there has been a run on the headscarves
known as katfi- yeh this year.
The Arabic Book Center serves a ,
Palestinian community of about 20,000 •
in the San Francisco Bay Area, as well
as approximately 20,000 other Arab
Americans.
San FranciCO'S Pak-sidnan communi-
ty is one of the largest in the U.S. Others
include those in Detroit — the largest —
Los Angeles, Houston, New York, and
Chicago. The San Francisco communi-
ty, however, like the city itself has &tug,
que personality. It is close knit and quite
active politically and socially._
Palestinian communities eisewherein
the U.S. seem not quite to have this
community's indefinable verve and
esprit. Houston is also close knit but
seems to be less outspoken. Detroit is
less political and tends to lie low in reac-
tion to chronic anti-Arab prejudice.
The Los Angeles community seems
wary and cautious — no doubt because
of the 1985 assassination of Alex Odeh,
the Palestinian head of the local
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination
• Committee (ADC). And Los Angeles is
CLASSIFIEDS _
-.,-00'...erdOCC•C00.30.00.700000=0^-0"../:•••-.."-.07.0"...40"..,#0:•00"...00Cor-oSCoroCIZ/Zer."0•00C.C.
ADOPTION
Pregnant and considering adoption?
Our happy family would love to have
a new baby joie us. Expenses paid.
For more information, call our attorney
collect: (408) 288-7100 A149.
Any interstate adoptioa
done in compliance with
Title 22, Chapter 1153
ADOPTION - If not ready for parenthood
we can give your baby a loving
secure Mats, home. Cal oallect:
I-7119-5140.
hat leleminas adaplims most be
\ dose Is omplloss with Maine laws.
FOR SALE 
I • AIWA CSD-707UiCDICassette player
new in hos, was hit nosteatt $225
222.411t;litue-10pai
- See sifipend earl —
Call 827-311407...adt for Dave
-IMP WANTED
THE LUCERNE INN is looking for people
to assist MEI our popular Sunday Ikunchl
15 "-•s, weckt-4- nu% ly! Call Cindy at
843-5123 for an interview
CRUISE SHIPS JOBS, now hiring men and
190111111. Ssaasser and caster oppor-
tunities. Excelkst pay ph, world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. CAU
NOW! (206) 736-7000 eat 353C
WANTED: Bicycle wind trainer. Call
Steve: 581-3942 days, 827-2951 Eves.
National Marketing Firm weirs ashillins.
mature student to manage on-ca mpiat oak
motions for top national companies this--
school year. flexible hours with withn
potential to $2,500. Call Lisanne or
Rebecca at 1-800-592-2121
HOMES FOR SALE
Log sided cape on 24 wooded acres. 8
rooms include: Large custom kitchen. 4
to 5 bedrooms, 1% baths, 38ft. 7ft.
deck, cveriooks private yard. Price to sell
at. 115,000. Call Era Dawson at:
947 3366
LOST & FOUND
FOUND: 1 pair wire rimmed glasses,
outside lenness Hall parking lot. V'
optional, Contact: Terry Strout 2308
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Roommate needed In don
of large house in Old Town,
Wasber/Dryer kitchen, all allities paid
Call: 827-3867...ask for Dave.
SPRING BREAK!
SPRING BREAK '89
are here! Travel to iasmics.
Daytona starting at $399for in the
dent Travel Services sales taaun. Get a
group of 20 together and earn thee trip
Can' 1-800-648-4849 for death.
looking for a way to gat to Florida for
"rise hesilltlichet ior mkt, Roundtrip
Portland la Taisheaos,11250 or
OfFeltrtlarffielselle 230 - -
Androacsapin Ha/I. 581-4914 -
SPRING BREAK Nassau/Paradise
from $299 00. Package includes:
Roundtrip air, Transfers, 7 nithis hotel,
Beach parties, free lunch, Cruise, Free
admission to nightclubs. Taxes and
amine! Cancun packages also available!!
organise small group, earn free trip!
1-800-231-0113 or (203) 967-3330
SUMMER JOBS
Summer jobs with Upward Bc.r.L.Ni. Work
with college bound high school students
on UMaine compus. We need reading,
study skills, writing, math and own-
puters science teachers, canter
itoo.
Palestinian-Americans Sorya right, sad mother, Maria at the Arabia
Book Center in San Francisco.
where seven Palestinian resident aliens
and the Kenyan wife of one of them
were arrested by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service in 1987 on
charges of belonging to a subversive
organization.
San Francisco Palestinians, on the
other hand, are proud of their heritage
and openly defiant. They are almost ex-
ultant over the uprising in the Israeli-
occupied territories and have staged pro-
tests to draw attention to the
 
Palestinian
cause.
In cooperation with other Arab-
Americans and several Jewish groups,
Palestinians have helped put on the
November city ballot a proposition
recognizing the right of both Israelis and
Palestinians to independent statehood.
The majority of Palestinians in San
Francisco, as elsewhere in the country,
are professionals or small businessmen.
Large numbers are grocery or liquor
store owners; 95 precent of the area's
600 small groceries are said to be Palesti-
nian owned.
a
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Editorial
Money an wer
As the semester begins, the UMaine community — in-deed the entire country — is faced with the prospectsof a new era.
The year 1988 faired about as well as most years in the re-
cent past; the cost of education srose with the federal deficit.
UMaine coaches and government offkirlh resigned.
What is the connection between this university and larger-
scale federal problems?
Commitment!
What this country needs is citizens who are committed to
their jobs and the people around them, people dedicated
enough to sacrifice a little for something they support.
-4, . Money and power have taken the place of ethics in many
sectors of the American society.
What ever happened to the traditional value system? Can
anything be done to get it back?
Americans are tired of hearing that one politician has been
indicted for accepting illegal campaign contributions while
another has used the power of his position to get goscrnment
contracts awarded to companies that don't deserse them.
UMaine students are sickened by the thought that profes-
sional staffers fed they mist resign to make people aware ot
certain problems.
Already in 1989, one coach has resigned. In this case,
however, he cannot be faulted for his decision to leave. He
fulfilltd his original committment and felt that the time had
'come to -move on.
Maybe this year inviaine will sec a few more black faculty
members hired and fewer scandals within the ranks. • •
Maybe this year Aiiiificaris-iiill be able to honestly --s1 1 -
trust that politician. He has ethics."
What the two presidents, Lick and Bush. must realue is
that it is not only that which is on a person's resume that
qualifies them for a job.
Intangibles like moral values, ethics and committment also
deserve a little consideration in the selection of those who
will be working in and for two large institutions.
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n afternoon with Barb
I _had..an. interesting dream
last night. There is something
about new years that make me
have weird dreams.
My dream started out with a
job offer. (This is how I knew
from the beginning I was
dreaming.) The job was with
the Associated Press and it was-
in Maine.
My
interview Barbara—Rash
(dreams are great, aren't they?
You can dream as big as you
like.)
Anyway, Barbara was un-
packing some knickknacks at
the Kennebunkport shack and
was willing to talk to me dur-
ing, her lunch brAtak about her
hubby's recent inauguration.
So I zipped down to the 'port.
Barb was a great host. She
made tea and had some food,_
left c).ei- from the inauguration.
parties which she served to me
and the photographer I brought
along. 
• .
Barb explained that most of
the leftovers had been gracious-
the lower class peo-
ple of D.C., but she had
managed to grab a couple of
Tupperware containers of some 
ofthe little sandwiches and
crumpets before the rest were
given away. (The crust less tuna
sandwiches were kind of dried_
out and gross. but I didn't
complain.)
The hired help who served
the little goodies was november
than former UMaine—Tiasketball
coach, Peter Gavett, which I
have no explanation for.
The part of the dream where
I interviewed Barb is kind of
fuzzy. I don't remember how I
got her to tell me everything,
but I do remember what she
, said.
She told me that she doesn't
always agree With.--rierything
her husbaqd does. In fact, she
Cynthia Beckwith
voted for Dukakis. She said she
remccts ibc .Pigke_btrautr_ of
his eyebrows and his nose. She
respects-anyone who has a ma;.
jor physical flaw that is looked
down .onb,y_ the general
American pubbc and refuses to•
alter the flaw through any un-
natural means (ie. dyeing,
plucking, lifting, unwrinkling,
or reducing.)
Barb also admIfid to me
that she used to work for an
abortion clinic during the
various years when it benefitted
-George to be pro
-abortion.
At this point, the hired help
returned with more crusty
crumpets, which •--
photographer reached-4ot_
lust fully. I declined graciously.
Barbara also told me that she
couldn't wait ;o get back to the
White il_taitutV' the eciald 
undecorate. She said she-Was
less than excited about Nancy's
decorating job. Barb despises
the color red. She's more
muted browns.
After the intervit4i, Barb
gave us a tour ofihe house. On-
ly a couple of details stood out
after Thad awoken from my
dream.
In the kitchen, there was a
machine that made an ice
cream-like dessert the Bush's
fondly call flexible freezes.
Barb was going to offer us
some but George had forgotten
where to buy the ingredients.
In the formal living room
(not to be mistaken for the liv-
ing lising room, the entertain-
lPt mg room, or the informal
h‘ing room) I noticed a picture
o t George and -hit vice-
president, Dan Quayle. The
two were sitting at a table plas-
ing cards. Dan, who was sur-
rounded with poker chips, was
looking quite pleased with
himself. George, on the other
hand, was grimacing and glar-
ing at Quayle.
When 1 asked Bath-abaut-1110---- -
picture she explained that .the
two were frequent poker
players and that on this par-
ticular evening (right before the
Republican convention,
ironically enough) Dan had
made some sort of bet with
George after George had lost all
of the money he had on him.
Barb wouldn't get specific
about the bet, but she mumbl-
ed something about a-political
arrangement.
My dreani ended with me
and my photographer drising
down the Bush's long driveway
As we passed some hedges, a
dark-haired 4talian man
jumped out of a bush and took
a picture of me. Even though it
was daylight, a flash went off..
LAs my tiyali-adjustedle4be---:-
road again. 1 saw alit man in
an osercoat rush towards me
and pull the trigger on an
k.-47. Right before the wind-
shield shattered. I awoke in a
cold Sweat. •
C.vnthia Beckwith is a senior
majorinR in journalism who has
been alienated from her family
•twapai-d-se of recent shifts in her
pohtical--views.
•
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Have some pride
To the editor:
I'm angered by what I came
across on my way to dinner at
Wells Commons Sunday. Scat-
tered in the middle of the iced-
over walkway was a liquor bot-
tle broken into about a dozen
pieces.
I feel this is just one example
of the careless attitude toward
our campus that a minority of
people living at or visiting the
university have. This sentiment
can extend towards each of our
communities and even the
environment.
For the person(s) responsible
for the glass on the walkway
Sunday night, and others who
Wit
Agatia
  I It 
litter the ground with beer cans,
bottles, and such: it's your
choke whether to drink or not,
but have some •••• pride! If
not for yourself, for the safety
and respect of other people who
have but no choice to live and
work with you.
Of course, we can't always
stop a person from littering, but
we each can do our part, by
swallowing our pride from time
to time, and picking up that can
lying on the ground while walk-
ing to class (or work). A trash
receptacle car.:•.ot be too far
away.
Jim Moorhead
Belfast Hall
T_ax clock is running fast
To. the editor:
To quiet the fears of the col-
onists about taxation and
regulation. __Itunes Madison,
urging ratification of the Con-
stitution, wrote in the Federalist
Papers: " The powers delegated
la_the federal government are
few and defined and will be ex-
ercised principally on external
objects, as wars, peace,
negotiation, and foreign corn-
definite, and will extend to all
objects-whkh, in the ordinary
course of affairs, concern the
lives, liberties, and properties
uf the_ people, and internal
"order, improvement and pro-
sperity of the states." Con-
gress wisely followed that rela-
tionship until 1934.
Since then, Congress created
a giant red-tape bureaucracy,
colossal debt and oppressive
taxation, and encroached on
merce. _with which last _the_states' rights, proving the fears
powenifThiation will, for-TW---of the --CbTiiiiisfs Were --
most part, be connected. The warranted.
power reserved to the several When Ben Franklin moved
states are numerous and in- adoption of the Constitution,
7
.4•1,
he warned if it was ad-
minittered badly, it could only
end in despotism. Will the
Gramm-Rudman deficit reduc-
tions be too little,iamiate? Will
we reap the despotism 'which
Franklin foresaw? Or, will we
insist Congress reduce spending
in all departments, stop using
Social Security trust fund
money, balance the budget, pay
debt in 50 years at 2 percent per
year, and save our God-given
freedom?
The choice it ours. The dock
is running fast.
Harold Lindemann
Letters to the editor
should be 300 words or
less, and guest columns
about 450 words. In order.
to verify the validity of-
letters, we, must have a
name, address,: and
—telephone number.
Although The Daily
Maine Campus welcomes
anonymous letters, it will
not print them unless a
special arrangement for
not using the name has
been made with the
editor.
The Daily Maine Cam- - 
pus reserves the right to
edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.
President Bush isTThaEi. ing transfer wel 
We do not know how George
Bush will turn out as president,
but he is proving to be surpris-
ingly graceful and astute.
Mr. Bush, after all, was the
i:andidate who, particularly
during the early days of the
campaign, found it difficult to
get much icing:71A. His critics
charged him with mediocrity,
alai being too weak, perhaps
es en lacking commitment to the
presidential race. For a while in
the primaries he looked as
though he might be ousted by
fellow„, Republican Bob Dole.
'Then later, Democratic con-
tender gichael Dukakis
outstripped Bush in the early
days of the campaign.
The turnabout. came with
Bush's decisive acceptance
speech at the Republican con-
vention. Under the skilled hand
of James Baker III, Bush's
campaign then gained morncn-
Guest Column by John Hughes
turn, while the Dukakis cam-
paign zigged and zagged
defensively.
Throughout it all„,,Mr.
Dukakis tried to convince the
_voters that Bush wasn't up to
'the presidency. As it turned
-out, the electorate decided that
it was Dukakis who wasn't up
to the presidency.
So today, Dukakis sits
Massachusetts governor's of-
fice in Boston wrestling with a
major lookup financial mess in
the state's finances, while Bush
plans his presidency.
It is a presidential transition
process that Bush is handling
well. On the one hand, he is be-
ing properly deferential to the
incumbent. He was careful to
remind everybody that up un-
-
tiI.Jan. 20, Ronald Reagan, not
George Bush, was president.
Thus when Bush was present at
presidential meetings, he was
Particularly carfeul to stress
that he was there -in- la vice
presidential capacity. When
reporters pressed Bush for his
views on Gorbachev initiatives.
he diplomatically responded
intha----;that:--he "supports the Presi-
dent's position."
On the other hand. Bush is
carving out a quietly forceful
position that belies the earlier
image of indecisiveness. True,
he is doing it with the New
England reserve that perhaps
comes more naturally to him
than Texan braggadocio. But
he was coming across as a man
moving at his own pace while
remaining careful not to over-
shadow .an immensely
popular incumbent president.
He has moved-FP rebuild
fences with Senator .Dole, the
Rev. Jesse Jackson-, and even
Michael Dukakis. '
Although there was delay in
naming a new secretary of
defense, he has appointed a
steady stream of officials to his
administration hailed as com-
petent and individuals of
integrity.
He has been more available
to the press than during the
presidential campaign, and has
injected into his press con-
ferences a wry and occasional-
ly self-deprecating humor that
goes over well.
He has not felt pressured—
despite urging from some
politicians and columnists—to
respond prematurely to such
developments as Gorbachev's
announced unilateral arms
reductions. This is a Soviet in-
itiative that needs careful
analysis and observation. Bush
should not be stampeded into
ad hoc reaction, and he is
resisting that temptation.
He is handling with discre-
tion his campaign albatross,
Vice President Dan Quayle.
Finally, he and his family are
coping with their propulsion in-
to fame with dignity. He is
avoiding on the one hand the
pomposity that sometimes
overtakes new presidents, as
well as the sometimes artificial-
seeming "everyman" image
projected by Jimmy Carter. For
the moment Bush seems to pro-
ject a kind of middle picture as
a graceful "nice guy."
John Hughes is a columnist
for the Christian Science
Monitor.
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"The cures theilave done in-
dicate the prog*am_ii bad6 need -
td.." Lick added. 'Thera should be
a high employment level and a high
demand, as a matter of fact."
concern came trOin the DOT when
the title of tourism was added to the
majors without a program in. that
field.
Bennett Katz, a trustee from
Augusta, said he-- was concerned
ahout how king it would take to form
a program in tourism.
lick responded by saying that ad-
g pfiaits alms at once was
:ntcasihle.
-At the Moment,' we don't even
h.t‘ct he director tof the plidgram) on
hand:' he said "We don't think
%e cm-mate the curriculum for
those programs in one year."
• Lick said the tourism major would
be added as soon as possible.
The trustees also changed the
Ph.D. program in civil engineering,
survey engineering to a Ph.D. in
survey engineering.
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Lake Vitale of the Ua1vaiallia-4-1101m-bnaleipa-inanalloh4s off an Alabama-
Iluntssilk opponent in last weekend's aelkiik.The Meek Bean face Division III
Bow doin College tonight.
UMaine renews in-state
rivalry at Bowdoin
by Joe Grant
Staff Writer
TIStUniversity of Maine hockey team
raised their ranking in the WMEB-
CHSB Media poll to second in the na-
tion to behind 15-0 Harvard University.
Linking at the upcoming schedule it
seems the big test is this weekend when
they host, for the first time, the foun h-
sanked .Michigan State .Spartans.
However the Black Bears will renew
an interstate rivalry with Bowdoin Col-
Ane tonight* the Cumberland County
—Civic Center in Portland
The Division Ill Polar Bears bring a
7-3 record into the contest against the
second best team in the country. The last
time the two teams met was two years
ago when UMaine claimed a 7-2
decision.
UMaine Caoch Shawn Walsh said it
may-he difficult trilaTrYsfteam excited
for the game but his major concern is
to keep. away- from any potential
injuries. 
--
"We're not foolish enough to beliese
that the guys 'aren't looking ahead to
Michigan State." Walsh said. "We
are just trying to get through unscath-
ed.."
The UMaine coach also said that
Mishman Gatrh She* will get his second
consecutive start in goal. He added that
he didn't want Matt DelGuidice, who is
out with a pulled groin muscle, to risk
any further injury.
"There's no sense having him
(DelGuidice) reinjure it in a non-league
game," Walsh said.
Along with DelGuidice on the
UMaine injury list are Scott King (leg
laceration), Guy Perron (knee), Mario
Thyer (leg) John Massara (knee) and
Todd Jenkins (ankle). Walsh says this
•
may be the mfect opportunity for the
Polar Bears to pull off the upset.
"They're quick and pesky," W,alsh
said. "If their was ever a chance for
them to beat us it would be now."
Bossdoin is coached by Terry
Meagher who has compiled a career
record of 101-38-3 but is only 1-5 against
UMaine.
Meagher says his teamwill need to use
its q_uickriess and ouptandina net min-
ding to earn their eighth win tonight.
"We are going to have to use our
speed to put pressure on their
defeasamen;".-billeagher said.
Goaltender Steve Janas has played
every minute for Bowdoin this season
and has compiled a career record of
(see BOWDOIN page 11)
rts
Eric Weinrich. called
up by. NHL's Devils
two seasons at U Maine. He scored 16
goals and 54 assist for 70 points in 85
games with the Black Bears. In his
sophomore year he a as named a se-
cond team All-Amsrican.
Last year he was a member of the
U.S. Olympic hockey team but
scored no points in _three games at
Calgary.
Weinrich signed a contract with the
\ Devils this summer and was assign-.
ed to Utica where he started this
(see WEINRICH past 10)
by Mike Bourque
Stiff Writer
While many take the stairs to the
National Hockey League, Eric
Weinrich has taken the elevator.
The former University of Maine
and U.S. Olympic Team defenseman
played his first NHL game last night
for the New Jersey Devils.
Weinrich, who has now played for
four different teams in the last year,
thinks he's ready to give his dream a
shot.
- "I think I'm ready. I played 40
sam_sk icor the American
Hockey League's Utica Devils),"
Weinrich, a native of Gardiner,
Maine, said. "Maybe it's time for me
to give this a try."
"We're excited for him,"
UMaine coach Shawn Walsh said.
Though he struggled early in the
season in Utica, Weinrich made great
strides in the month of December,
scoring 12 goals and being named
Utica's Player of the Month. .
Weinrich looks at his situation like
a true pragmatist.
"I have nothing to lose. They (New
Jersey) don't-txped- me to score a
goal or turn the team around. I'll just
try to play the way I've been playing
up in Utica," he said before last
night's contest with the Minnesota
North Stars.
Weinrich, 21, was picked by the
Devils in the second round of the
1985 NHL draft.
He said the biggest difference he 
anticipated in the NHL was the speed
of players.
"The game will be a little quicker.
In every league there are guys who
can score. But now I won't have as
much time to play around in the
defensive zone," he said.
He said he isn't sure how long he- 'll
be with New Jersey.
All the New Jersey plAyertare try-
ing to make him feel Welcome and
relaxed, he said.
"The guys from the team have
been real nice to me. Yesterday, I
went to Dave Brown's house to watch
the Super Bowl," he said.
Weinrich played a little more than
Eric ` Neinrich
Somethin's happening here
something interesting happened at
the Bangor Auditorium Saturday: so-
meone showed up.
I mean, people came out to see the
Unisersity of Maine basketball
teams. Alot of people. Over 2300
This despite the fact that the games
were televised lise Ø1 Chantiel 2,
WLBZ.
Some people here at UNiaine are
probably pretty happy about that.
Like Kevin White, for instance.
Here it is, the dead of winter. The
temperature is freezing and the wind
chill (a very important number in
Maine) was dipping well below the
zero mark.
Yet the stands slowly filled up as
Dan Bustard
the women's team defeated-Boston
University while the men lost to BU.
Mr. White should be very happy:
63k Dalt_Lick I imagine" • 
. You see, this-could be seen at pro-
of that all the negatives surrounding
the university are starting to wear a
little thin.
Maybe the fans are ready now to
concentrate on sports instead of
waiting to here what the next
newscast has to say about how the
administration's priorities are geared
toward athletics, not the students.
While walking to class yesterday
afternoon, a friend and I were talk-
ing about it being a little slow around
here and we need a new scandal.
This should please Lick and White
immensely.
Now we canIca- at our teams
maturing, they might say. Rudy Keel-
ing and Trish Roberts_are almost
through their first years and look to
be the type of coaches you can build
a program around for a long time.
That is, of course, if that stepping
stone theory is incorrect.
Some in the media have written
that UMaine is just a step to a bigger
school for most coaches, citing Tim
Murphy's switch from Div. I-AA to
Div. I Cinncinati, even though it is
(see HAPPENING page 10)
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*Weinrich
According to UMaine's Walsh.
Weinrich is the fourth former Black
Rear te, p:*; in the- NHL thii *Amin.
Mike McHugh played with the Min-
(continued from page 9)
nesota North Stars for a few games
in Dexember;Jay Mazur was up with
the Vancouver Canucks for a game;
arid Shawn Anderson is currently
with the Buffalo Sabres.playing
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Doug Vanderweide. 866-4204.
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FREE SCHOLSATRuSDHEINPTISNWFOHROMNAETEIODN FOR
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
*-1
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of Financial Aid
Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.We have a (-late bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships folowellspopeellet-Illtli_loans representing over $10 billion in private sector fundingMany scholarliness aro given to students based on their academic inteetteb careerplans tan* heritage and place of residence
Theitis money syllable for students who have boon nevrtpaper comers, grocery
ciseks cheortoaders, non- smokers sic
P.:sults GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME
For A Free brochure
(800) 346-6401 ers
Si
•
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*Happening
on three-year NCAA probation.
Well, that's alright, they might say.
Coaching wise, UMaine then might
. be able to become nationally kno*n
as a breeding ground of coaching
talent.
Positive things, that's what I ick
and White *ant to hear. Or may Ix
just no negative things.
In fact, about the only negati‘e
news lately arc the injuries to the
hockey team.
New football coach Tom Lichten-
burg seems to be the right man in
terms of handling the prels arid com-
ing across as a nice man who cares
about the integrity of his players
Not to mention his incredible
credentials.
Sports should be viewed as a good
thing, for the school and the corn-
, tcontinued from pay
ItUflity. A Waite ot upport and at-
tention, positive of course, for
Uhlaine as a *bole.
The _paling down of the sports
scene in Orono can be seen as a
dc.:4:4.7 in tern of att..-i..z to those of
us who cover sports, since people tike
to read about negative and startling
events.
No, no, no, Lick and White might
say. Things arelissenons and getting
better. We are gaining momentum.
No time to stop now. Non stop, the
big time. '
We will see.
Dan BILUOrd LS a 114111Or _journalism
major who is waiting for something
exciting to happen like last semester
so that he may still win that Pull: -ter
Prize he always wanted.
•WI=.6-r-ITZS=2:=O;Z:-.1S=O=ItaL=1=I:11LC.47-41:11 1=z11L-1
**TONIGHT**
Foreign Film Series
'BYE BYE BRAZIL'.
Portuguese 1980
Hypnotically languorous road movie within Upbeat
political kick, centering on a smalltime sideshow --
Magician. Strong Man. Exotic Dancer -- as they ply
the dusty back roads of the Brazilian interior.
Sponsored b
7:30-ix-RL-101 Wardle -Hail
FREE for_UM Students
Admission for other's
*****************************4*******************2TII ANNITAL ARMY
 AND
 Navy BALE
LOCATION: North & South Lown Rooms
DATE: Jan. 23rd - 27th (Mon.-Fri.)
TIME: 9:00-tun-i-- 6:00 p.m.
_Genuine U.S.--und'European Surplus!
Genuine U.S. 8 European
Military and Antique Overcoats.
$25 -$35
Wool, Wet 01111131k 
British Faimcb-Paiit—L 
BIS
U.S. Navy Wool Middys
and Peacoats
510. 530
—1111-Wetti Raincoats
Trench Coats
$15-S15
Fristch.
!take Wool Sweaters
$8 S15.
Cotton. 6-pocket
- -  Field pants - U.S.. Dutch.
West German
57 $15
Down Feather Mummy /
Sleeping Bags IV I 51 (
$30
World Ratis-(3)61
S 10 Eack2 foritt
Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs, and Lots, Lots, Lots More!
Presented by the ARMY BARRACKS dr-MARTHA'S Vineyard.
MASTER CARD, VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED.*
********************4***************************
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'Black Bears compete in small field
)Dy Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
There is good news and bad news.
atx.lut Saturday's ^ .-rf,Nrrt12,1,-,.s a the
North Atlantic . Conference Indoor
Track Championships for the Universi-
ty of Maine men's track team.; •
Good news: Two new school-tenni&
-were set by senior cn-captains KC ,
Latham and Mike Norman.
Latham broke Norman's record in the
•Bowdoin
364-1 Ili- year he has a 3.51 oids
-agalast----average aad aa • save
Per."-nt"e-Adrytime you have a _quality
goaltenda,,, anything can happen, "
Meagher said.
Bowdoin will, however, be without
their leading scorer, senior center Bren-
dan Hickey (5-10-15) who is out with a
knee injury.
200 meters with a time of 22.53 seconds.
The previous mark of 22.68 seconds was
set at the Boston University Relays on
Jan. 1&
hic cown reenrri in the
500 meters, set last year, at 1:04.8, .53
seconds faster.
Bad news: Of the members of the
UMainc team who placed, only Carl
Smith, who finished second in the 55
meter dash, is not a senior.
(continued from page 9)
:Other- top scorers for the Polar Bears
include senior co-captain and right wing
Kevin Powers (4-10-14), junior right
wing Jim Pincock (9-5-14), sophomore
left wing Thomas Johansson (5-9-14),
and sophomore right wing Brad Chin
(6-7-13).
Andy Favreau set a personal best in
the 800 miters with a time-of 1:57.96.
His previous best was around.1:59.
Head Coach Jim Ballinger'esaa.sur-
prised at his team's performance, but
disappointed at the lack of turnout.
"I expected a tougher meet," Ball-
inger said. "But the fields weren't as
deep because the other teams in the con-
ference did not show up. Also, BU did
not have as good a team as they usually
do."
Only Northeastern, RU,- U-Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont showed
up out of the total of nine teams. Since
it is unusual for championship meets to
be held in January, that can be cited as
a poible reason.
Ballinger felt that the best events in
terms of talent wcre,the 55 meter dash,
the 5000 meterir and the 35 lb. weight
throw.
. Senior co-capczi Cçn Potter and
freshman Pater -
cloaea top-aten on
Examine the Possibilities
A CAREER
IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY
The diagnosisdiagnosis of cancer and benign disease
through the microscopk evaluation of cells.
A Great Way To Apply Your
Science Degree
asaapti4appacations for the class starting in septsailor •
Mt
%leder '4! (.cnir Magill& of
School of Cytotechnology
DeGootbrignd Unit
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(802) 656-5133
tc-4
...
ESCAPE-THE COLD
\ IT'S AT TUB
Waisted: Wild aad waxy poppies to bola progress lea snidest
-entertaismeat  
*T-
4-011CCIP La
competitions
dances
toms
comedy
If you'd like IC: be is ou decision waking, gain
espnrience in mtvertisisit„ bonifig acts. en IP; w
meeting interesting people sied havizira-graatilaserthea-•••- - ,
Come to our NEW MEMBERS MEETING on Wednesday.
January 25 at 6:30 pas., sign-up at one of our TUB
Membership Tables at the following locations:
• Memorial Union: January 19, 20, 23, 2(2 25
• Dining 4assinoas:_4Yark.di Stoddirts issieary -23
& Stewart,..a Jimmy 24)
44444444444*
‘iY
3)?
•a•
The women's tenni faced some stiff
 ompetition in the New England TAC
meet, as powerful Villanova along with
Rutgers: Syracuse and New York Tech
and most of the teams in the region were
in attendenct.
Although there ssii!Tc no.
Brenda Sheehan almost qualified for the
New England Championships, missing
in the triple jump by an inch, 16-11 3/4.
Mary 'Meehan was two seconds off
qualifying in the 800 meters (2:24.8).
The women will travel to Lewiston
Saturday to compete in the Bates Invita-
tional with UNH, Dartmouth, Fit-
chburg State, Colby and Bowdoin.
•••
The men will host Ncrtheastern this
Saturday in the Field House at 1 t_a.m,
The Huskies are traditionally one of the
top teams in New England and have a
solid contingent of top athletes.
UMaine hosted NU last year, pushing
hard but losing by four points.
"They had to run hard last year."
Ballinger said, "but Northeastern
should have an easier time with us this
year.'
Classified ads get results!
HELP WANTED
ARTIST Cartoon and wash drawings
First-class man wanted. Steady. Kansas
City SW. CO,;: 10,14 Central:- (This ad
placed in the Kansas City Star on Jan 19,
1920 was answered- by Walt Disney his
first cartooning job.) 
_
A HIGH-GRADE VOLN106 MAN for office
position requiring some bookkeeping
expefiaficE, A N.* opportunity for right
applicant Frank Swan, 404 Harrison
This ad. placed by A C Sparkplug Co
in the Flint, Michigan, Journal. April 23,
1914, was answered by Marlowe Curtice.
later President of General Motors
For more information:
contact the Advertising Department at 581-1273.14
WATCHMAKER with references who can
furnish tools State age experience and
salary required T 39 Daily News (This
ad Placed by Richard Sears in Chicago
Daily News. Apfti 1, 1887 was answered
by Alvah Roebuck
MEN wanted for hazardous journey.'-
Small wages bitter cold, constant
danger, safe return doubtful Honor and
recognition in case of success Address.
E 14 Shackleton, Box 100. lThis British
classified ad appeared in 1900 seeking
men for Antarctic expedition Explorer,,
Shackleton was swamped with applica-
tions i
FFT ME Al
DARKROOMS
Develop Your. Fihn ot
thaz union!
fee-pqr. Ser‘ester.
Make arrangements on Mondays,
11:00a.m. to 12:30p.m. Of N
Thursdays. 1.00p.m. to 2:30p.m. 'at
The Students' Program Office.
second floor:Mernorial-Union.
-
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- Residential Life is looking for students of all majors. The job of the Resident Assistant
involves multiple roles and respohsibilities. The job is directly related to the goals of the
residence hall systems which inchide,:
I. To. foster an environment favorable to intellectual
I growth.
2. To promote democratic group/government.
3. To promote individual student development, both
personal and social._ •
._4. TO provide programs •within residence halls that meet
the cultural, educational, aiid recreational needs and
interests of students.vr.
,
f
5. To provide counseling and referral services.
• 6. To aid individual studerts in developing respon-i
sibility .alnd accountability for their behavior. I
.7. To provide a physical facility that is conducive to e
- •
meeting the above goals.
If you „ariinierested in_o_ResidentAssistani_06sition please *attend one oflite '
InfOrmation Sessions'.
•
WHAT WILL POTENTIAL
EMPLOYERS BE LOOKING FOR
IN YOU?
Leadershimitelevati-Experience -PeoPle Skills
Effective Communicationt,fonfidelice,' Goods
et -
References.
Make
R44 speak out about Their ILik jolt.
ha* found that during my lob interview'  My LA. lob
. has been the main topic of interest to potential employers.
I I haw a lot of other experience in my academic field, but
to they still forin n my-R.A, lob the most!"
• Lori Taylor
LA. York Village
e The R.A. job is a valuable life experience that teaches
otijjmc rmnAgemen_t_, rmonsibilityand how to effectively 
I relate to others. As well as ..these practical skills, we
I have had the opportunity to make lots of new friends and to
personally grow as individuals and as a team
• Kim White Jost* Curry
Hope Libby _May
• 
  --Dole-frechette
• 
-  Notit_ Lillis -Present 5 Former
Penobscot R r A.s
"l became a Ivsidept assistant, begone it was a good
 -t-
s opportunity-Wine to develop ritt.--rriad-- been-very •
tors-411v in my _country. The Lk job gave me -again dier-ance
to be social here in America: I really_onjoy my-job misting _.I -
students (especially international students) am getting a
I lot of experience being a resident assistant When I came
viler/ e as a foreign student. I did not know anything about
Americas ways. but now I have learned much. Whenlgo_back to
I my country. I will have some administratiye job 0911(11111Ce.
• 7- fal will be useful for the future. Also. the R.A. class has
helped  me to develop my leadership skills. confidence,time
manalittnX4,-and--ntX.NA-dentitY skills
Moan Nadeau —Ritz
R.A. Estobrooke
When I think about my past year as an RA. I'do not focus
•
• on-the--negative attributes( -ii —pot. I dOn't-concentrate  on
'that loud party that occur—ii-every weekend, or that obetcntious
.resident who made me want to scream or even the frustrating ,
iProblem that wouldn't go away. I remember the respect I
4 'Reeved from my residents, the thanks and appreciation after
...r
ig on a program and the smile from Me person down the
whofeh I helped them lust a little
1 1 Cheryl L. Francis
-11 R.A. Hancock
° a 
it easier for ID see...
..becorne'a Resta:al Assistant!
R.A. INFORMATION
SESSIONS SCHEDULE
Information for fall 1989 positions
row
&easy, January 24 4:104:01
Laths,
MO &vet
--W#11# Imp
57:0011 AIDA e4wPas
Theridey, Jewry 26 4:30-6:30N
-**The sessions are for both s on-campu tund-01T-sainpuo
students.
-t-
Mumfil
Seim bow
I
• *Students attend an information session to bb- 
  _
tarn applicatiOn. 
.
udents need to attend the cake session from begin-
ning to end. (approx. 2 hours)
4-4Students who attended an information session in
November. but did not hand in their application for the
accelerated process may use the same application for this
process.Applications and references due in South Campus
Office,York Hall, by NOON February 10.
_
